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1. Ethnic and cultural diversities is one of the reasons for chosing which system of 
government

     	--->> Federalism

     	      Authoritarianism

     	      Militocracy

     	      Unitarianism

2. Dual executive is a feature of which system of government

     	      Presidential

     	--->> Parliamentary

     	      Authoritarian

     	      Communism

3. Who was the first military head of state in Nigeria

     	      Yakubu Gowon

     	--->> Aguiyi Ironsi

     	      Olusegun Obasanjo

     	      Ibrahim Babangida

4. Which among the following countries in Africa was a confederation

     	      Ghana

     	      Nigeria

     	--->> Senegambia

     	      Kenya

5. A single country wide constituency is referred to who

     	--->> President
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     	      Governor

     	      Mayor

     	      Village head

6. In parliamentary system, majority party produces who

     	      President

     	      Vice president

     	--->> Prime minister

     	      Governor

7. Military rule is considered to be what

     	--->> Aberration

     	      Evil

     	      Inappropriate

     	      Acceptable

8. The system of government with only one centre of power where authority flows is 
called

     	--->> Unitary

     	      Federalism

     	      Democracy

     	      Assembly

9. How many local government areas exist in Nigeria

     	      34

     	      260

     	      800

     	--->> 774

10. The system of government where supremacy belongs to the states is called what
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     	      Democracy

     	--->> Confedralism

     	      Federalism

     	      Communism
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